POPPI THEATRE
POPPI THEATRE
design giulio manzoni/pierluigi colombo
Transformable system composed by a tilting single
bed with slatted bed base and a lateral bookshelf,
provided with a sliding cabled panel for TV display
/LCD, where cables remain always hidden during
its movement. This system can be independentcor
integrated in the CLEI Living System.

EN

Dimensions:
Closed 3360 x 744 x 1413 mm
/ 132.3 x 29.3 x 55.6 inches
Open 3360 x 1020 x 1413 mm
/ 132.3 x 40.2 x 55.6 inches
Height of bed base 259 mm/10.2 inches
Sliding element 1200 x 88 x 1400 mm
/ 47.2 x 3.5 x 55.1 inches

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Wooden Structure with adjustable nylon feet.
Bed base with frame in tubular enforced iron and multilayer bent beech wood slats, fixed to the frame with nylon/rubber gaskets.
Mattress: spring mattress, Reinforced Latex mattress, 50% Memory mattress. Mattress locking belts in nylon with fastener in black nylon.
Mechanism of the sliding front panel on aluminium rails and nylon wheels
Available Finishes: Structure: Melamine White Dover, Melamine Whited Oak or Gaphite Oak, Lacquer Clei colours system .
Front panel: Melamine White Dover, Melamine Whited Oak or Graphite Oak, Lacquer Clei colours system, Glossy white Dialux. Back panel of the bed
always in Melamine White
The shelf fixed on the sliding front panel is always in metal painted aluminium

REMARK - INSTALLATION AND SAFETY
This model is supplied disassembled and its easy installation is supported by comprehensive instructions.
It is compulsory to fix it to the wall, in 2 fixing points, using the proper hardware supplied by CLEI (squares, rawlplugs with diameter 9 mm/0.4 inches
and the couple nut-bolt) and following the assembling instructions provided together with the goods
A plasterboard is not a suitable wall and the fixation can not be considered safe.
The installator is in charge to test the correct fixing and to provide with a workmanlike installation
The opening system is fixed to the structure with gears that remain perfectly tighten in both the day and the night positions.
Maximum weight supported by shelves : kg. 30
Maximum weight supported by the bed : kg. 150
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